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The process can be factorised in two parts: 
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Only QED involved here

QCD is in here

๏ Interac4on of the photon with the target.
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Emission of the photon by the source. 
๏ Here only the Pb case. 
๏ Proton case is similar, but formula is 

different.
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๏ If we considered mid-rapidity, y=0, then both terms are 
equal and we need only one flux and one cross sec4on. 

๏ If one term is much larger then the other, e.g. at 
forward rapidi4es or in pPb collisions, then only one 
term is considered.
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๏ Cross sec4on computed at a value of t and W. 
๏ If only one vector meson is produced, and 

nothing else, the cross sec4on is known as: 
๏ Elas4c (some HERA papers). 
๏ Exclusive. 
๏ Coherent (mainly for nuclear targets, but 

lately also for produc4on off protons.



The cross sec4on for the γ-target system

๏ Amplitude depends on the virtuality 
(Q2) and polarisa4on (T,L) of the 
photon.  

๏ Average over configura4on in models 
with fluctua4ons.
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๏ Some correc4ons may be applied. 
๏ Here the skewedness correc4on is shown. 
๏ There may also be a correc4on for the real part.

๏ Cross sec4on computed at a value of t and W. 
๏ If only one vector meson is produced, and 

nothing else, the cross sec4on is known as: 
๏ Elas4c (some HERA papers). 
๏ Exclusive. 
๏ Coherent (mainly for nuclear targets, but 

lately also for produc4on off protons.
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Transverse, Longitudinal photons

Dipole size Quark energy frac4on

Photon-dipole wave func4on

Vector meson wave func4on

Δ2=-t Impact parameter

Dipole-Target cross sec4on 
pQCD physics gets here!

x related to Wγp which is related to the rapidity of the vector meson

Photon virtuality
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